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It would be impossible to overstatethe influenceof PierreNora's massive, multi-partLieux de mémoire project, a series of volumes that
conjoins rich contributionsto an understandingof France and French
culturewith an innovative methodologyforstudyingcollective memory.1In the quarter centurysince the firstvolume was published in
1984- and in the two decades since Nora's introductionto the project
firstappeared in English in 1989 - the concept of the "lieu de mémoire" or "site of memory" has been at the center not just of considerations of Frenchnegotiations with its national past but of studies of
remembranceon an internationalscale. Drawing our attention to the
way the past findsarticulation in a wide arrayof "sites" - considered
broadly to include not only monuments and museums, but also novels, cities, personages,symbols,and more- Nora's projecthas inspired
reflectionand scholarship on national memory in Germany,Italy,the
Netherlands,and Spain, among otherplaces.2 Althoughemergingfrom
a commitmentto the exceptionalityof France's relation to its national
past, the approach pioneered in Les lieux de mémoire has proven
highlyexportable as a model forthe consideration of diverse memory
cultures.
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Yet, almost fromthe beginningand despite hailing Nora's project
as an unprecedentedscholarly achievement, critics have lodged a varietyof complaints against both Nora's conceptualization of memory
and the scope ofthe Lieux de mémoire volumes. One consistent set of
criticismshas targetedNora's polarization ofhistoryand memoryand
his seeminglyprogressivenarrativeof the former'seclipsing ofthe latter- hence, the central ironythat a project that has helped stimulate
a boom in the studyofmemoryis premised on the demise ofmemory!
As Nora polemically insisted in the firstparagraph of his programmatic general introduction "Between Memory and History," "Memoryis constantlyon our lips because it no longer exists." In this story
of an "accelerating] history" overtaking "[t]he equilibrium between
the present and the past," lieux de mémoire play a transitional role
and serve as the "sites" of a "residual sense of continuity": "Lieux de
mémoire exist because there are no longer milieux de mémoire, settingsin which memoryis a real part of everydayexperience" (Realms
1: 1). As this nostalgia-tingedtale of decline indicates, Nora's innovative rewritingof the Frenchpast froma nonlinear, "site-specific"perspective remains indebted to a rathertraditional teleological view of
modernity.What he repeatedlycalls "real" or "true" memoryappears
to give way to the artificialreconstructionsof postmodern memory
sites divorced fromany organic community of remembrance. Without denying the profoundtransformationsin the present's relationship to the past- in its "time-sense" or historical consciousness - it
remains worthasking whetherbinaryoppositionsbetween historyand
memory or the real and the artificial can account for contemporary
cultures of memory and new modes of transmission of the past.3
A second strandof criticism reveals the stakes of Nora's commitment to a linear and binarized account of historyand memory.Notwithstanding Nora's avowed interest in a "polyphonic" approach
[Realms l.xxiii), the collection ultimately puts forwarda starklylimited conception of the nation purged of many of its imperial adventures and minoritarianinflections- purged, in short, of phenomena
that trouble the linear narrative of historical progress and the stark
opposition between historyand memory.Despite an emphasis on the
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local and the heterogeneous- on what volume three of Les lieux de
mémoire calls "Les France"- the project has surprisingabsences. Of
course,any attemptat an encyclopedic representationofa nation-state
will generatean immediate list of overlooked featuresand will fail to
encompass many histories that certain critics will findessential. Yet,
the gaps in Nora's sites of memory appear particularly glaring. In a
long and largelyappreciative review,forinstance, Tony Judtobserved
the "bizarre" factthat "there is no entryin any of the volumes of Les
lieux de mémoire on eitherNapoleon Bonaparte or his nephew Louis
Napoleon, or even on the political traditionof bonapartisme that they
bequeathed to the nation." Such an oversight,Judtclarifies,not only
ignores the extent to which France remains tied to "the spirit of
Napoleon" and the "imperial ambitions" of the Bonapartes, but also
suggests that Nora's project cuts itself offfrom"Europe as a whole,"
whose sites ofmemory"could [not]possibly neglect" Napoleon's "battles, his laws, his depredations, his unintended impact on resentful
national sensibilities in the Low Countries, Italy, and Germany."4
Even more sharply- and more relevantlyto our projectin this volume
- PerryAnderson has pointed out that the effectof the project's admitted "Gallocentrism" and its seeming unease with certain social
divisions has been that "the entire imperial history of the country,
fromthe Napoleonic conquests throughthe plunder of Algeria under
the JulyMonarchy,to the seizure of Indochina in the Second Empire,
and the vast Africanbooty of the Third Republic, becomes a non-lieu
at the bar of these bland recollections." As Anderson asks with respect
to one of the turningpoints of the era of decolonization, "What are
the lieux de mémoire that fail to include Dienbienphu?"5 In the selected (but still massive) English version of Nora's collective project,
the three-volume Realms of Memory, the scope of the sites considered narrows even furtherin its focus on the Hexagon, with the effect
that "the contests and conflictsthat are so amply documented in the
collection are not about France per se but about the nature of its national identity,"in the words of Hue-Tam Ho Tai.6 Despite its debt to
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new directions in critical historiography,the project under Nora's
direction ends up reproducing a reified and ironically celebratory
image of the nation-stateit set out to deconstruct,as even he seemed
to recognize in his afterword"The Era of Commemoration" (Realms
3: 609-37). 7
This volume of Yale French Studies both takes inspiration from
Nora's magisterialproject of turningcritical attention to processes of
remembrance in modernityand shares many of the concerns critics
have raised about that project'slimits- its overlyschematic approach
to the history/memorycouplet, its nostalgic plotting of loss, its reduction of Frenchness to the Hexagon, and, especially, its elision of
France's long and complex colonial and postcolonial history.8From an
Anglo-Americanperspective,where postcolonial studies and various
formsof minoritycritique have had a significantpresence in the academy formore than two decades, Les lieux de mémoire's amnesiac relation to French colonial historyand to the impact of decolonization
and postcolonial migrationsis startling- even more so when we consider Nora's personal engagement during the Algerian War of Independence and his devastating book on French Algerians.9 But here
Nora is probably more symptomatic than unique. French society in
general has been slow to respond to the "fracturecoloniale" recently
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diagnosed by progressive French critics, even as - furtherironyAnglo-Americanpostcolonial studies marks an enormous debt to antiand postcolonial Francophone thinkers and writers such as Aimé
Césaire, Frantz Fanon, Léopold Sédar Senghor, and, more recently,
Maryse Condé and Édouard Glissant.10
Inspired by those thinkersand others,we seek to offera counterimage of memory that does not merely take an "additive" approach.
Attemptingto fill in the gaps and silences of Nora's volume is not an
adequate response to its limits; while such a project is necessary,it is
somewhat differentfromwhat we have attempted here. Our volume
startsfromthe assumption that more than a quantitative supplement
is needed; rather,the limits of Les lieux de mémoire suggest the necessity of a new model - or models - of remembrance. In calling for
such a new approach under the sign of "noeuds de mémoire"- knots
of memory- we hope to stimulate furtherconceptualization of collective or cultural memory beyond the frameworkof the imagined
community of the nation-state.11Nora's project derives in part from
Maurice Halbwachs's contention that there are as many memories as
thereare groups,but that each grouppossesses a coherent language of
remembrance- such a methodological parti pris leads to the result
that the heterogeneityof "les France" gives way to an implicitly restrictednotion of a homogenized France strippedof its colonies and
the ongoinglegacies of colonialism. A project orientedaround noeuds
de mémoire, on the otherhand, makes no assumptions about the contentof communities or theirmemories. Rather,it suggeststhat "knotted" in all places and acts of memoryare rhizomatic networksof temporalityand culturalreferencethatexceed attemptsat territorialization
(whetherat the local or national level) and identitarianreduction.Performancesofmemorymay well have territorializingor identity-forming effects,but those effectswill always be contingentand open to resignification.
The projectofrethinkingFrenchand Francophone sites ofmemory
as noeuds de mémoire traces its inspirationto many sources, but, apLa fracture
coloniale:La
collection
10. Theallusionhereis to thepathbreaking
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propriatelyenough forsuch a non-nationalistproject,one of the most
importantpredecessors has been an Anglophone critic, Paul Gilroy.
His 1993 book The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness helped break the national frame of minority critique by
promotingan Africandiasporicperspectivethat,crucially,refusedany
temptationof "ethnic absolutism" and thus concluded by stagingan
extendeddialogue about the overlappingtraumaticlegacies ofAtlantic
slavery and the Nazi genocide of European Jews.Without traducing
the specificityof eitherof these complex and painfulhistories,Gilroy
opened up a space in which to explore the mutual imbricationofblack
and Jewishcounter-culturesof remembrance.12In his follow-upvolume, Against Race: Imagining Political Culture Beyond the Color
Line (2000), known in the UK by the more suggestive title Between
Camps: Nations, Cultures, and the Allure of Race, Gilroy continues
to develop his cosmopolitan project by considering precisely those
Francophoneblack Atlantic intellectuals,like Césaire and Fanon, who
testifiedboth to the ongoing catastrophe of colonialism and to the
events- which they saw as related- of the Nazi genocide. "Why,"
Gilroy asks, "does it remain so difficultforso many people to accept
the knotted intersectionof histories produced by this fusion of horizons?"13 In the decade since Gilroy posed this question, much has
changed- but much has also stayed the same. Even as critics- including those representedin this volume - have begun to explore the
"knotted intersections" of historyand memory that cut across categories of national and ethnic identity,institutions of knowledge-production,nation-states,and many embattled communities continue to
disavow the evidence of cosmopolitan impurity.
Noeuds de mémoire as we conceive them here are not static conglomerations of heterogeneous elements. As JamesYoung and others
have taught us, sites of memory do not remember by themselvesthey require the active agency of individuals and publics.14 Such
agency entails recognizingand revealingthe productionofmemoryas
an ongoingprocess involvinginscriptionand reinscription,coding and
12. PaulGilroy,
TheBlackAtlantic:
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recoding. Max Silverman's discussion of Patrick Chamoiseau and
Rodolphe Hamadi's notion of "memory traces" illustrates such a production; in Silverman's intertextualreading,which closes our volume,
the poetic means employed by the writer and the photographerreconfigurethe ruins of the penal colony in French Guyana as a transnational palimpsest of uncanny associations. Silverman's essay joins
those by Ross Chambers, Françoise Lionnet, Libby Saxton, and Debarati Sanyal in looking to prison or camp spaces as particularlyresonant knots or nodes of memory- although all are careful not to reproduce a facile notion of the camp as the "nomos" or paradigm of a
totalized modernity,as Giorgio Agamben's importantand influential
work risks doing.15
In attempting to conceptualize the knotted nature of collective
memory,Halbwachs's notion of the "social frameworksof memory"
remains an important startingpoint because it breaks the commonsense, methodological individualism of much study of memory.16
However, the metaphor of the frameworkmay fail to capture the dynamism inherentin remembering- what we call memory's multidirectionality.As several of the essays collected here illustrate,memory
emerges fromunexpected, multidirectional encounters- encounters
between diverse pasts and a conflictual present, to be sure, but also
between differentagents or catalysts of memory.Noeuds de mémoire
are not particular to the post-1945 period- the primaryfocus of our
volume - but there can be no doubt that the dynamics of decolonization, transnationalcapital, and globalized media in the twentiethand
twenty-firstcenturies have accelerated the flow of the materials of
memory across borders of all kinds and multiplied the possibilities
of encountering alterity.Focusing especially on the technologies of
modernityin a US context, cultural historian Alison Landsberg has
argued that, "in a global cultural economy, the theory of collective
memory as articulated by Halbwachs seems inadequate, forthe very
notion of global flows challenges the idea of stable shared frameworks." Contraryto Nora's lament about the loss of authentic memory cultures,however, Landsbergsuggests- and many of our contributors confirm- that the dislocation of cultures in modernity is
productive of novel formsof memory,which Landsberg deems "prosPowerand BareLife,trans.
HomoSacer: Sovereign
15. See GiorgioAgamben,
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thetic memories": "Mass culture has had the unexpected effectof
making group-specificcultural memories available to a diverse and
varied populace. In other words, this new formof memory does not,
like many formsof memory that preceded it, simply reinforcea particulargroup'sidentityby sharingmemories. Instead,it opens up those
memories and identities to persons from radically differentbackgrounds."17Elizabeth Ezra's account in this volume of masks in the
films of the Nouvelle Vague confirmsLandsberg's insight about the
possibilities of the prosthetic.Ezra shows how masks and other artifactsserve as indexes ofintersectingregimes ofobjectification,which
allows her to illustrate how mass cultural commodification does not
simply stamp out differencebut can also provoke unexpected juxtapositions. As history and modernity "accelerate," in Nora's terms,
memory does not recede, but ratherpluralizes and blurs the boundaries of identity,such pluralization and blurringneed not be coded as
loss.
Referringto Nora's introductoryaccount of the replacement of
"real" milieux de mémoire by "forgetful"lieux de mémoire, Dominick LaCapra has argued that Nora's polarized conceptions of memoryand historyand of authenticityand artificialityas well as his narrative of decline testifyto a sense of loss at the same time that they
represent a fetishistic "neutralization of trauma": "Nora feels that
something essential has been lost, and- whether or not the loss is itself imaginary- the very opposition between history and memory
serves to commemorate and assuage it."18 Neither sites nor knots of
memoryare necessarily limited to the evocation of trauma,yet as LaCapra suggests in his response to Nora, traumatic histories are often
at stake in modern modes ofremembrance,even ifthose modes sometimes disavow rupture.19Readers will note the proximityof memory
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and trauma in the contemporaryFrench and Francophone- indeed,
global- knots of memoryexploredhere,but this proximityalso raises
a number of difficultand unavoidable methodological problems central to this volume's intervention.
First,it is necessary to acknowledge Kristin Ross's critical obser7
vation in her exemplarystudyMay 68 and Its Afterlivesthat the obsession in memory studies with traumatic histories can threaten to
displace other kinds of memory- in particular, memories of collective mobilization - with potentially deleterious, depoliticizing results.20 While Ross is certainly correct that memory studies has
skewed toward the study of catastrophe instead of toward alternative
political possibilities, her separation of trauma and politics may
nonetheless simplify the multidirectional dynamics of collective
memory. The case of André Schwarz-Bart,forinstance- considered
critical lenses, by Ronnie Scharfmanand Estelle Tahere,via different
rica provides one telling example of how a deep investment in confrontingtrauma opens up a space for new imaginations of relation
across difference,in this case foran imagination that links the Shoah
with the legacies of slavery and colonialism in the Caribbean (which
makes Schwarz-Bart another predecessor for Gilroy's cosmopolitan
project). Solidarity,in otherwords, is a frequent- ifnot guaranteedoutcome of the remembrance of suffering,as JimHouse's survey of
imaginative and biographical links between French and Algerian antiracist and anticolonial activists illustrates powerfully.21
Ross adds a second, legitimate concern to her critique of the contemporaryconfigurationof memory studies, a concern shared by the
scholar and memory activist Françoise Vergés in her reflections for
this volume: not only has trauma predominated over politics, but
memoryofthe Holocaust has predominatedover that of all othertraumatic histories. According to some hypothetical quantitative criterion, it is certainly arguable that the Nazi genocide of Jews has - at
least since the late 1970s- been the object of some of the most developed cultures of memoryboth in the French-speakingworld and elsewhere in Europe and North America. But again, the evidence considered here complicates the picture. From the early response of French
intellectuals such as Alain Resnais, Henri Alleg, and Jean-PaulSartre
ofChicagoPress,
20. Kristin
(Chicago:
University
Ross,May'68andItsAfterlives
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(the subjects of essays in this volume by Ross Chambers and Debarati
Sanyal), which merged opposition to the French war in Algeria to a
nascent memoryof Nazi genocide, to more recent transnationallinks
such as those found in Le dernier frère,Nathacha Appanah's 2007
novel of almost forgottenMauritian Holocaust memory,considered
here by Françoise Lionnet, memory of the Holocaust has emerged in
dialogue with- has grownout ofand contributedto- memoryof slavery,colonialism, and other human-made catastrophes. The contributions to this volume confirmthat memorydoes not obey the restricted
economy of the zero-sum game, but emerges in a general,productive
economy of relays and ricochets, as Bill Marshall's Deleuze-inspired
considerations of cinematic remembrance suggestively illustrate.
Some of these multidirectional interventions may be more ethical
than strictlypolitical insofaras theyfocus on the reconceptualization
of contact with alterity,as David Caron does here under the sign of
"tact" in juxtaposing an ATOS memoir with a journal of the Nazi Occupation. Other examples, however, come even closer to the model of
politics Ross has in mind: Libby Saxton, forexample, considers an explicitlypoliticized invocation ofthe Holocaust at the multidirectional
confluence of neoliberal globalization and anti-immigrantpolicy in
her detailed account of Nicolas Klotz and Elisabeth Perceval's controversial film La question humaine (Heartbeat Detector, 2007).
No singular model of noeuds de mémoire emerges fromthis volume - nor was it intendedto. Rather,in issuing a call to leading scholars of contemporaryFrenchand Francophone literatureand culture to
contributeto a multidirectionalapproach to memory,we have sought
to open up new, yet-to-becreated avenues forthe study of the times
and places of remembrance.New modes of associative reading andas some of the contributionssuggest- new modes of writingwill be
required that do not so much abandon as transgressthe norms of disciplinary knowledge production. The transnational approach to collective memory requires a collaborative methodology, for once remembrance is freedfromthe (neveractually) homogenous space-time
of the nation-state,potential links and referencesmultiplybeyond the
grasp of any one scholar. Although this volume ranges frommetropolitan France across the Atlantic to the Caribbean and back toward
Africaand the Indian Ocean, it makes no attemptsat comprehensiveness: futureknots of memoryremain to be untied.
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